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 1. Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra. 1 

(donate / fact / divide / naturally / protecting ) 

A. It is  a ………………. that smoking is a danger for health. 

B. To save endangered animals, they are spending a lot of money on ……………. the wildlife. 

C. The family of a brain-dead boy recently decided to ………………. his organs . 

D. Some children are ............. shy and their parents cannot do much about it. 

 

 2. Fill in the blanks with your own words.  1 

A. If human beings cut down all the tress, most of the animals will …..…..  soon. 

B. A/An ………… is a special building from which you can watch the moon, star, and etc. 
 

 3. Choose the best answer. 1 

A. A: I need the camera. I am going to take some pictures. But I don’t know how it works. 

 B: Don’t worry. I …………  you. 

 1) showed 2) will show 3) show 4) am going to show 

B. My parents are 50, So my mother is ……….. my father. 

 1) as old as 2) older than 3) the oldest 4) old 
 

 4. Write the correct forms of the given adjectives. 1 

A. Many people believe that Lionel Messy is the ………… player in the world. (good) 

B. This film is ……….…. one I have ever seen. (interesting) 
 

 5. Read the following text and complete the table. 1 

Reza and Ali were old friends .One day, they decided to go into a forest and enjoy the  

beauty of nature .They saw some African elephants there.  

 

Noun Adjective 

Place Idea Age Nationality 

A. ……….. B. ………… C. ………… D. ………… 

 

 6. Find four mistakes and write their correct forms. 1 

A. The lion are  more dangerous animals in the world.      …………   / ………… 

B. Everybody knows that London is bigger city in england.     ………… / …………. 
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 7. Rearrange the words to create correct sentences. 2 

A. plastic / I / Iranian / bought / yesterday / an / toy car. 

 

B. more / my friend / has / than / his brother/  English / books. 

 

 8. Complete the following text with the given words. One word is extra. 2 

(life / planet / against / human / oxygen) 

Earth is the only …A… in the solar system that supports a wide range of living things. It 

has large areas of water and continents. Its pleasant weather and water make ..B… 

possible. The atmosphere has the suitable mix of …C… and carbon dioxide for living 

things to stay alive. The atmosphere also protect them …D… harmful rays of the Sun. 

 

 9. Read the following passage, and then answer its questions.  2 

Persian zebra is an endangered animal. Just a few of these zebras are left alive, about 

500,  because people destroy their natural homes and change them to roads and fields. 

So, they move to new places but they can't find enough food there. In some areas, cows 

and sheep destroy the plants on the plains and don't leave any food for the zebras, and 

then some of them die of hunger. Wolves and leopards are the natural hunters of 

Persian zebras but most of them are hunted by humans, not by these wild animals! 

 

A. Most Persian zebras are hunted by wild animals. a) True b) False 

B. Just about five thousand Persian zebras are left alive. a) True b) False 

 

C. Why do some zebras die of hunger?  

 …………………………………………………….  

D. Will we have more zebras if we kill wolves and leopards? 

  …………………………………………………….  

 

 

“Good Luck” 

 


